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Abstract
The item responses of examinees who rapid-guess, who do not spend enough time
reading and engaging with an item, will not reflect their true ability on that item.
Rapid-disengagement refers to rapidly selecting a response to multiple-choice items
(i.e., rapid-guess), omitting items, or providing short-unrelated answers to open-ended
items in an unreasonably short time. Such rapid responses need to be identified to
enhance the validity of the arguments from the test data. Detection of rapid-guessing
behaviors is typically based on identifying a threshold to represent the minimum
response time required for the student to have thoughtfully considered a given item.
This study investigates whether using response behaviors can improve the detection of
rapid-disengagement by investigating two approaches: (a) using response behaviors to
decide on the size of the threshold, and (b) using response behaviors as a condition for
detecting disengaged examinees in addition to response times, referred as enhanced
methods. Process data and item responses from the PISA 2012 computer-based
mathematics assessment were used to examine both approaches under threshold
values varying from very small (5 s) to very large (60 s). Results suggested that response
behaviors can provide meaningful input on establishing the size of the threshold and
that while enhanced methods performed better than using only response times in
recognizing rapid-disengagement in some cases, no clear pattern was observed as to
when such improvement occurs. This study makes a unique contribution by inspecting the response behaviors of disengaged examinees and providing guidelines on
using response behaviors to decide on the size of the threshold. This study suggests
response behavior categories that can be applicable to many item and response types,
which make them suitable for use in digitally-based large-scale assessments.
Keywords: Rapid guessing, Computer-based assessments, Response time, Response
behaviors, Process data, Log data, Rapid-disengaged
When disengaged examinees spend too little time reading and considering the content
of an item but still respond to the item, rapid-guessing, their responses may not be representative of their ability. Rapid-guessing has been found to distort item parameters
and the estimation of examinees’ performance on cognitive tests (Schnipke and Scrams
1997; Wise 2015; Wise and DeMars 2006; Wise and Kingsbury 2016) and can distort
the validity of the inferences made based on scores. Therefore, detecting rapid-guessing
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is valuable for ensuring the quality of the test scores and improving the validity of the
inferences based on those test scores.
Existing methods for identifying rapid-guessing are typically based on response time
and require identifying a threshold to represent the minimum response time required
for an examinee to provide a considered response to an item. Wise (2017) indicated two
concerns in identifying rapid-guessing: (a) fast, effortful responses might be misclassified as non-effortful rapid guesses thus penalizing fast-thinking test-takers, and (b) some
slower non-effortful responses may go undetected. In this paper, we suggest that these
two potential misclassifications are related to the threshold selected: the threshold can
either be too large or too small. If the threshold is too large, the potential error is identifying examinees as displaying rapid-guessing behaviors who actually were engaged
but had short response times because they were fast test-takers. On the other hand, a
threshold that is too small can result in not detecting examinees who were rapid-guessing, because their response times were just above the threshold.
Response behaviors, such as clicking a response option, manipulating with an interactive item stimulus, can provide valuable input about how examinees spend their time
on the item. Response behaviors can potentially differentiate engaged and disengaged
examinees, and thereby improve the detection of rapid-guessing. Moreover, response
behaviors can help differentiate different kinds of disengaged behaviors, such as not
interacting with the items at all and thus omitting the items rapidly and providing quick
unrelated keypresses, two behaviors termed rapid omit and rapid perfunctory answer,
respectively (Wise and Gao 2017). One benefit of differentiating rapid guessing from
rapid omitting and rapid perfunctory answer is apparent when different item types were
examined. While examinees can rapidly guess multiple choice items, or other types of
closed-ended items (e.g., selecting from a drop-down menu), such ‘guessing’ is not possible in open-ended items.
In this study, the term “rapid-disengaged” is used to include rapid-guessing, rapid omitting, and rapid perfunctory answers to the items. A rapid-disengaged examinee spends
less time than reasonably required to fully consider an item and either (a) omits the
response, (b) provides unrelated keypresses as the response, or (c) chooses a response in
an unreasonably short time. The literature lacks any study inspecting response behaviors
of disengaged examinees. In this study, in addition to inspecting examinees’ response
behaviors, we suggest methods that use response behaviors to differentiate between disengaged behaviors as well as detecting all of them with the same procedure: rapid-disengaged categorization.

Purpose
The overall purpose of this study is to detect rapid-disengaged (i.e., rapid-guessing,
rapid-omitting, and providing rapid unrelated keypresses) examinees more accurately
with the help of response behaviors with the intention of mistakenly detecting fewer
examinees who can be fast, effortful test-takers and detecting more examinees who
can be relatively slow but providing non-effortful responses. In this study, we took two
approaches to demonstrate the utility of response behaviors for this purpose: (a) using
response behaviors to decide on the size of the threshold, and (b) using response behaviors as a condition for detecting rapid-disengaged examinees in addition to response
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times, referred to as enhanced methods. More specifically, for the first approach we considered response behaviors of examinees who would be classified as rapid-disengaged
under various response time thresholds. We also suggested guidelines for how response
behaviors can help determine threshold size based on our analyses. For the second
approach, we compared the enhanced methods (i.e., using both response time thresholds
and response behaviors) and existing methods, which detect rapid-disengaged examinees based only on thresholds, referred to as response time-only (RT-only) methods.
The response times and response behaviors are extracted from process data (or log
data), which consist of examinees’ clicks and keystrokes collected in the background
as examinees interact with the digitally based assessment screen. Response time is
operationalized as the total time spent on an item and calculated by taking the difference between the time examinees start seeing an item and end seeing that item. Response
behaviors are defined as all the actions an examinee performed within the response time.
Response behaviors provide more detailed information about examinees’ test-taking
experiences than just their responses (e.g., such as selecting response option “A”) and
response times (e.g., spending 15 s on an item) times. However, researchers typically
analyze the response time and give little attention to examinees’ response behaviors
when examining rapid-disengagement.

Literature
The existing methods reported in the literature studied rapid-disengagement only in
the context of rapid-guessing (i.e., examinees who respond rapidly). Therefore, the term
rapid-guessing is used in the literature review.
Setting a threshold for detecting rapid‑guessing

The first step for identifying examinees displaying rapid-guessing is defining a threshold value representing the minimum time for effortful response behavior. If the response
time is at or below the threshold, the examinee is considered to display rapid-guessing
behavior; if above, solution behavior. Kong et al. (2007) compared the effectiveness of
thresholds established in different ways: (a) visually inspecting the response time distribution (the visual method), (b) establishing a common threshold for all items (the
common method), (c) calculating reading time (the reading time method), and (d) statistically estimating a two-state mixture model (the two-state mixture method). Two
other methods have also been suggested: (e) calculating the percentage of the average
item response time (the normative method); and (f ) inspecting both response time and
response accuracy distributions (response time and response accuracy method).
a. The visual method. The visual method suggests setting the threshold at the end of an
early spike in the response time distribution. An example using visual inspection is
shown in Fig. 1.
b. The common method. Unlike other methods, this method requires defining a fixed
value for the threshold for all the items under investigation. Kong et al. (2007) used
three seconds as the common threshold value to represent a reasonably short time
given the content area measured and the amount of reading/scanning that the items
required.
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Fig. 1 Analyzing examinee effort from examinee response times. Figure is based on the concept from Kong
et al. (2007)

c. The reading time method. This method is based on identifying the necessary time
for reading the items and taking that as the threshold value. Kong et al. (2007) used
item surface features, such as number of characters and whether ancillary reading
was provided for the first time, to estimate reading time.
d. Two state mixture model. Bayesian methods are used to generate a threshold for each
item. Assuming that the response time distributions are bimodal, the mixture model
discovers two clusters of response times—one representing response time under
rapid-guessing and another representing solution behavior (Schnipke and Scrams
1997).
e. Normative method. A percentage of the average response times of all examinees is
used. Wise and Ma (2012) found that taking 10% of the average response times, with
a maximum of 10 s, gave the most accurate estimations of rapid-guessing.
f. Response time and accuracy method. This method requires calculating the proportion of correct responses, for each item, accumulated to time t (Guo et al. 2016, see
also Lee and Jia 2012). The cumulative proportion of correct responses to an item
until time t is assumed to converge to the random chance level of 0.25. Then, the
threshold is set at the right end of the time t.
A possible concern with any of these methods to establish thresholds is that they were
developed before innovative items were commonly used, such as items with interactive,
dynamic visuals or response types. Innovative items may have different time requirements and scoring rules than traditional items. As such, threshold sizes for traditional
items may differ than those for innovative items. For example, Goldhammer et al. (2016,
2017) reported finding thresholds that ranged between 3 and 76 s for the Programme for
the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) problem solving items.
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Therefore, researchers may face difficulties in applying these methods to innovative item
types or items that have innovative features.

Evaluating thresholds

Evaluating the size of the thresholds is done by determining whether the examinees
who were identified as displaying rapid-guessing performed as expected. Based on
anticipated outcomes of rapid-guessing, Wise and Kong (2005) developed five criteria
for evaluation of the various possible methods: (a) an effort index, known as response
time effort (RTE), should be consistent across items in a test, (b) RTE should be correlated with other measures of test-taking effort, (c) RTE should not be correlated with
academic ability, (d) the percentage of correct scores under rapid-guessing should be
consistent with chance, and (e) applying a procedure known as motivation filtering—
which is removing examinees who were classified as rapid-guessers—and comparing
mean score of items before and after motivation filtering (Sundre and Wise 2003) should
increase test scores.
Among these five criteria, two are commonly used in practice, examining the percentage of correct scores under rapid-guessing and motivation filtering. One reason for their
popularity is that other criteria based on correlations between RTE and test scores have
varied from study to study. While Lee and Jia (2014) reported a non-significant correlation (.24) between 8th grade students’ effortful behavior in a mathematics test and their
scores, Kong et al. (2007) reported relatively high correlations (.74 and .77) between
effortful behavior and test scores of university students on an information literacy test.
Such discrepancies may be attributable to: (a) the low proportion of examinees identified
with rapid-guessing behaviors, (b) item difficulty, and (c) variability in the effectiveness
of the methods for detecting rapid-guessing across the content areas being tested, tests,
and populations.
As for evaluating the thresholds using percentage of correct scores, examinees were
expected to provide fewer accurate responses under rapid-guessing than under effortful problem solving. In fact, earlier studies consistently found the proportion of correct
scores under solution behavior to be substantially higher than the proportion under
rapid-guessing (Lee and Jia 2014; Silm et al. 2013; Wise and Kong 2005). Wise and Kong
(2005) and Wise (2006) found that examinees who responded in an unreasonably short
amount of time provided correct responses at a frequency similar to the frequency of
yielding a correct response by random chance, where random chance was operationalized as the reciprocal of the number of response options (e.g., one out of four, or .25 for a
multiple-choice item with four response options).
However, using random chance as a point of reference for determining the correct
response rate under rapid-guessing has been challenged. Wise and Ma (2012) found that
rapid guesses were correct at a rate above that expected purely by chance. In a recent
article, Wise (2017) argues that the accuracy of responses associated with rapid-guessing
deviates considerably from the value associated with random chance. Even more rigorous calculations, such as estimating the pseudo-guessing parameter (c parameter) with
a 3PL IRT model, are known to have technical challenges for it to yield stable estimations of the probability of a correct response by chance (Han 2012). Therefore, setting
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a minimum chance level for accurate responses under rapid-guessing is likely not the
correct approach.
Despite its popularity, the effectiveness of using motivation filtering has been questioned in recent research. Motivation filtering relies heavily on the foundational assumption that examinees’ engagement (or disengagement) and their ability are not related.
However, Rios et al. (2017) found that the average scores were highly related to the percentage of rapid-guessing examinees and the difficulty of the items that they responded
disengaged. No practical difference in aggregate scores was observed when only 10% of
the examinees were disengaged. However, the differences were inflated when this percentage rose to 20%.
Response behaviors

The exploration of response behaviors is an emerging area that has untapped potential in
the identification of rapid-disengagement in testing. Previously, Harmes and Wise (2016)
examined the expected response behaviors to describe the behaviors of the engaged
examinees. However, not much has been done to explore individual response behaviors
of disengaged examinees. Inspecting the response behaviors of the examinees identified
with rapid-disengagement should provide insight into the suitability of a given threshold. In this paper, we suggest calculating the following two indicators from process data
regarding response behaviors: the number of response behaviors and the overall type of
response behaviors (e.g., keypresses, clicks, clicking interactive stimulus, running a simulation). These two indicators can be used to describe what the examinees perform during the time they spent on an item.
As examinees interact with an item, the number of behaviors they perform increases.
The number of response behaviors can inform how active examinees were during the
time they spent on an item. Therefore, we suggest that the number of response actions
can be a useful variable for investigating examinee disengagement as it has the potential to distinguish engaged and disengaged examinees. The number of response behaviors of those examinees identified as displaying rapid-disengagement is informative, yet
generic, information that can be used for evaluating thresholds set for items with various response types or difficulty. Similar arguments can be made for the type of response
behaviors. Because different item types or even different items themselves may require
examinees to perform different response behaviors, finding a practical indicator of the
types of response behaviors that can be used across various items can be challenging.
This study suggests generic response types to inform suitability of a threshold for rapidguessing that are applicable to most, if not all, item types. For each item, examinees
behaviors were categorized as clicks, keystrokes, and—if available—and interacting with
an interactive feature is counted. Examinees who move to another item without providing a response or interacting with the item are considered as having omitted that item.
It should be noted that the number and type of response behaviors examinees perform depend on the response time. A typical engaged examinee is assumed to spend the
time working towards a response by interacting with various item features or providing
the response, and therefore produce a higher number of response behaviors and more
diverse types of response behaviors than a disengaged examinee. A disengaged examinee, on the other hand, would be likely to complete an item in a short amount of time
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and may not produce any response behaviors or, at best, provide a minimal number and
less diverse types of response behaviors—all in a very short period of time. Such examinees should not be confused with the efficient examinees who may produce a sufficient
number and type of response behaviors for solving an item, also in a short amount of
time. While the number and type of response behaviors can differentiate engaged from
disengaged examinees, they can also help in setting a threshold. For example, when a
very small threshold is selected, it is possible that even the engaged examinees would not
have had enough opportunity to provide a full response or interact with the features of
an item. By contrast, if a large threshold is selected, supposedly disengaged examinees
could have the opportunity to interact with various item features and produce a sufficient or more than a sufficient number of response behaviors.
Enhanced method of detecting rapid‑disengagement

Disengaged examinees typically perform either no action (i.e., omit) or only the minimal
actions that are necessary to answer an item (e.g., quickly clicking a response option.)
The purpose of this study is to examine the utility of response behaviors by comparing
the identification of rapid-disengagement using only response times, response time-only
(RT-only) methods, with enhanced methods, in which response behaviors are considered
in addition to response times under varying thresholds. Therefore, enhanced methods
flag examinees as displaying rapid-disengagement based on their short response time, as
well as on the number of behaviors provided under the threshold time.
Research questions

Consistent with the purpose of detecting examinees providing non-effortful responses
more accurately using response behaviors, two approaches were taken: (a) demonstrating the benefit of response behaviors in deciding the size of the threshold and (b) using
response behaviors as a condition in addition to response times for detecting rapid-disengaged examinees. Three research questions were examined to investigate how much
these two approaches served to the study goal:
1. What is the number of response behaviors rapid-disengaged examinees perform
under varying thresholds when identified by the RT-only methods?
2. What are the types of response behaviors rapid-disengaged examinees perform
under varying thresholds when identified by the RT-only methods?
3. How do enhanced methods compare with RT-only methods on percentage of correct
scores under various thresholds?
Results from research questions 1 and 2 can inform the first approach in demonstrating the utility of response behaviors: deciding the size of the threshold by observing the
patterns in the number and type of response behaviors performed by examinees identified as displaying rapid-disengaged as the size of the threshold increases. Results from
research question 3 can inform about the second approach: demonstrating the utility
of response behaviors by using response behaviors as a condition for detecting examinees as displaying rapid-disengagement. This can be accomplished by observing the
differences on percentage of correct scores between enhanced and RT-only methods
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as the size of the threshold increases. For evaluation of the results from research question 3, it was anticipated that smaller values in the percentage of correct scores for
examinees identified as displaying rapid-disengagement indicated better identification
rapid-disengagement.
The specific thresholds used in this study are: 5 s (as suggested by research using the
common method), 10 s (as the maximum suggested by the normative method), and from
20 to 60 s in 10 s increments (to represent larger thresholds for innovative items).

Method
Data

Responses from Australian students taking the 2012 mathematics cycle of the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) were used in this study.1 The
decision to use data from Australia was based on the desire to use data from one country and to use items that were given in English, which helped avoiding cross-country
issues—such as differences in reading times—and removing language as a variable. In
addition, Australia participated in both the optional computer-based assessment of
mathematics and the survey about information and communication technologies (ICT).
Given all these considerations, Australia had the largest number of qualifying participants (N = 14 441). Because the process data were released for only some of the computer-based mathematics items, the sample consists of only the 1951 students who were
administered these released items. After excluding the students who had an invalid score
(e.g., not reached)2 or process data entry (e.g., events that were recorded as invalid in the
process data file) for any of the released mathematics items, 1518 students remained for
the analyses. The remaining 1518 students were comparable3 to the qualifying Australian students.
Sample

The released questions used in this study were administered along with an interactive
visual display belonging to one of two scenarios: CD production, and star points. CD
production questions were algebra-based questions about change and relationships,
star points were geometry-based (see Appendix A, for example items for each scenario). Of the seven items used in the study three were selected-choice and four were
constructed-response.
Number and type of response behaviors

Each action an examinee produces is recorded in the process data. The number of behaviors and type of behaviors were calculated for each examinee on each item. The number
of behaviors was calculated as the total number of behaviors an examinee performed for
a given item. If an examinee did not interact with the item, the number of action for such

1

The use of this data source was approved by Institutional Review Board of the second authors’ institution on October
25, 2016.

2

In the PISA dataset, the examinees were awarded an "incorrect" score for their omitted responses. A “non reached”
code is assigned for all consecutive missing values clustered at the end of test session except for the first value of the
missing series.

3

Both population and sample consisted of 49 male and 51 female students.
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an examinee for that item would be zero. If the examinee interacted with the interactive
features and/or provided a response to the item, then each keypress or click would be
counted, which would result in a number of response behaviors greater than zero. This
number depended on how many interactions the examinee performed.
The type of response behaviors was calculated by categorizing the response behaviors
into different categories. Each response action was classified into one of three categories: (a) clicks: clicking a response option, or other static parts of the assessment such as
the image, or a text (b) keypresses, which represent the keypresses examinees made to
enter responses to open-ended questions where more keypresses are recorded for longer
responses, (c) interactive: actions that represent interacting with the dynamic part of the
items to perform things such as manipulating variables, trying out potential solutions
before entering a response, or drawing a shape.
Analysis

The analyses consist of setting thresholds and detecting examinees displaying rapiddisengagement versus displaying solution behavior (or engaged examinees) using both
response time-only (RT-only) and the enhanced methods. Furthermore, the response
behaviors of examinees detected as rapid-disengaged4 were described using the number and type of response behaviors; and comparisons were made between RT-only and
enhanced methods based on percentage of correct scores.
Setting thresholds

The thresholds used in this study ranged from 5 to 60 s. The lowest threshold, 5 s, were
set by using the common threshold method. Because the stimulus of every item has a
visual display with details and an interactive item component, 5 s was considered more
suitable than the 3 s Kong et al. used to represent a minimum time to glimpse the items.
The second lowest threshold, 10 s, was given based on the normative method suggested
by Wise and Ma (2012). Accordingly, 10% of the average response time for each item was
calculated, and if this value exceeded 10 s, then 10 s was used as the threshold. Because
for most of the items, this value exceeded 10 s, 10 s were used as one of the thresholds
in this study. The other thresholds: 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 were set as hypothetical thresholds for observing the changes as the thresholds increased. The largest threshold, 60 s,
was chosen to mimic the time to read and understand an item with innovative features
introducing a scenario for a slow reader. As all of the items in this study included a visual
and a scenario and some items included an innovative response type such as drawing a
tool, 60 s was considered as the minimum time for a slow reader to read and understand
the scenario of an item as well as how to respond to it.
Detecting rapid‑disengagement

Based on RT-only methods, examinees were classified as displaying rapid-disengagement if their response time was less than or equal to the thresholds set for each of the
methods described above. For implementing the enhanced methods, response behaviors

4

Some rapid-disengaged examinees would not perform any actions or respond to the items (i.e., rapid-omit). Response
behaviors of these examinees are indicated as “No action” and counted as zero actions.
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were incorporated into the RT-only methods by imposing a maximum number of
response behaviors that represent no or minimum engagement in addition to responding in less time or equal to the threshold time. The maximum number of behaviors was
set to one. Accordingly, for the enhanced method examinees whose response time was less
than or equal to the threshold time and who performed at most one action were flagged as
rapid-disengaged. For example, an examinee who was not interacting with, and quickly
omitting, an item would have zero as their number of actions performed on that item
and counted as rapid-disengaged using the enhanced method. Rapid-disengagement can
also be observed when an examinee quickly provides a response to an item by either
quickly selecting a response option for a multiple-choice item or entering a single character response for an open-ended item. Such responses were recorded with only one
action representing a single click or keystroke.
Describing the response behaviors of rapid‑disengaged examinees

Two indicators calculated from process data were used to describe the response behaviors of examinees who were detected as displaying rapid-disengagement: number and
type of response behaviors. These two indicators were reported for examinees detected
as rapid-disengaged using RT-only methods under various thresholds. These behaviors
were not described for the examinees detected using enhanced methods as they would
have either no action or a single action.
Comparing RT‑only and enhanced methods

We used a commonly used method for comparing RT-only and enhanced methods: percentage of correct scores of examinees identified as rapid-disengaged. We computed
percentage of correct scores for examinees identified as displaying rapid-disengagement.
Accordingly, we looked at the differences in percentage of correct scores between disengaged examinees identified by RT-only and enhanced methods. The smaller value
indicated a better identification of rapid-disengagement. As for comparing RT-only and
enhanced methods based on motivation filtering under different threshold sizes, we
anticipated two situations: (a) the percentage of examinees detected as rapid-disengaged
would increase as the size of the threshold increased and (b) the enhanced methods
would detect a smaller number of examinees than RT-only methods for a given threshold. Given the effects of motivation filtering were found to be dependent on the percentage of examinees detected as disengaged (Rios et al. 2017), such a comparison would not
yield systematic results even though we test both methods systematically under various
thresholds.5

5

As for comparing the enhanced and RT-only methods based on motivation filtering, we in fact compared RT-only and
enhanced methods using motivation filtering where we computed the average scores score of items before and after
removing rapid-disengaged examinees. Scores after motivation filtering were typically found to be higher for enhanced
methods than RT-only method for most of the items, especially when larger thresholds were used. While this criterion
was typically in favor of the enhanced methods, the results were not conclusive because 95% confidence intervals suggested a significant difference only in some of the cases. Moreover, we also found that motivation filtering is sensitive to
the number of examinees identified as rapid-disengaged, which is also related to the size of the threshold, concluding
that this is not a good criterion for evaluating detecting rapid-disengaged behavior. Therefore, we did not include our
results regarding motivation filtering in this study.
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Results
Thresholds and detecting rapid‑disengagement

As noted above, the following values were used as the threshold: 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and
60 s. The numbers and percentages of examinees identified with rapid-guessing by the
RT-only and enhanced methods for each threshold-setting method are shown in Table 1.
The examinees identified by the RT-only method but not by the enhanced method
are examinees who performed more clicks than the minimum possible actions within
the threshold time. Because the threshold represents the minimum time an examinee
can solve an item with adequate effort, a large difference between the RT-only method
and the enhanced method in the number of examinees identified may indicate that the
threshold is large enough to allow examinees more time to perform more actions. The
differences in the number of examinees identified are observed to increase as the threshold values increased (see the Differences (RT–E) pane in Table 1).

Describing the response behaviors of rapid‑disengaged examinees

To answer research question 1, the number of response behaviors for the examinees
identified as displaying rapid-disengagement by the RT-only methods were examined
(see Fig. 2). To provide more context about the effectiveness of these action, the proportion of correct responses were also provided at different threshold times.
The average number of behaviors performed by examinees identified as displaying
rapid-disengagement (i.e., the disengaged group in Fig. 2) typically increased as the size
of the threshold increased from 5 to 60 s. Even when the largest threshold (60 s) was
used, the average number of response behaviors for the rapid-disengaged did not exceed
6. The average number of response actions for the rapid-disengaged did not change
across thresholds for Star item 2 and Star item 4. The average number of response
behaviors was also low for the examinees identified as displaying solution-behavior (i.e.,
the engaged group in Fig. 2) for these two items.
Also seen in Fig. 2, engaged examinees typically performed more response behaviors
than rapid-disengaged examinees. The difference between engaged and rapid-disengaged examinees was the largest when the average number of response behaviors was
greater for the engaged, which was observed for CD item 2, CD item 3, and Star item 1.
Even when the average number of behaviors for the engaged examinees was the smallest, as in Star item 4, there was still a difference between engaged and rapid-disengaged
examinees. For most items, engaged and disengaged examinees could be differentiated
by their number of response behaviors.
To answer research question 2 (What are the types of response behaviors rapid-disengaged examinees perform under varying thresholds when identified by the RT-only
methods?), the type of response behaviors of examinees who were identified as displaying rapid-disengagement by the RT-only methods were examined (see Fig. 3).
Based on Fig. 3, it can be seen that while both rapid-disengaged and engaged examinees used the same type of behaviors, the groups differed when they started performing these behaviors and how frequently an action was observed. For example, in CD 1,
the proportion of students performing keypresses among rapid-disengaged was zero
when the threshold was set to less than 30 s. However, this proportion was above 0.30
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E

119

307

RT

E

54

162

E

RT

75

7

E

RT

10

RT

5

Threshold

60

50

40

30

20

10

5

4

RT

E

5

CD item 1

Question

15.88

11.07

7.31

4.94

2.24

0.53

0.00

176

417

150

318

118

229

83

158

47

81

11

19

4

4

CD item 2
0.26

3

0

188

117

58

25

13

11.59

27.47

9.88

20.95

7.77

15.09

5.47

10.41

3.10

5.34

0.72

1.25

0.26

141

329

123

240

105

163

88

113

7.71

3.82

1.65

0.86

0.20

0.00

12.38

53

66

30

33

11

11

CD item 3
0.72

9.29

21.67

8.10

15.81

6.92

10.74

5.80

7.44

3.49

4.35

1.98

2.17

0.72

92

62

36

22

8

0

0

41

133

35

97

29

65

22

44

18

26

7

7

4

4

6.06

4.08

2.37

1.45

0.53

0.00

0.00

2.70

8.76

2.31

6.39

1.91

4.28

1.45

2.90

1.19

1.71

0.46

0.46

0.26

0.26

Star item 1

Number and percentage of examinees identified by RT and enhanced

Method

Threshold

275

182

112

55

14

0

0

792

1067

719

901

582

694

372

427

125

139

6

6

6

6

0.40

8.23

9.16

0.40

0.40

0.40

52.17

70.29

47.36

59.35

38.34

45.72

24.51

28.13

18.12

11.99

7.38

3.62

0.92

0.00

0.00

Star item 2

444

285

182

112

50

2

1

114

558

108

393

95

277

78

190

68

118

19

21

10

11

0.72

4.48

7.77

1.25

1.38

0.66

29.25

18.77

11.99

7.38

3.29

0.13

0.07

7.51

36.76

7.11

25.89

6.26

18.25

5.14

12.52

Star item 3

210

158

108

59

24

0

0

967

1177

810

968

607

715

349

408

153

177

18

18

22

22

Star item 4

13.83

10.41

7.11

3.89

1.58

0.00

0.00

63.70

77.54

53.36

63.77

39.99

47.10

22.99

26.88

10.08

11.66

1.19

1.19

1.45

1.45

Table 1 Number and percentage of examinees identified with rapid-disengagement behavior by response time-only (RT) and enhanced (E) methods and their
differences
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Fig. 2 a For CD items, average number of behaviors for examinees identified displaying
rapid-disengagement and engagement behavior by RT-only methods. The labels provide the proportion of
examinees receiving full credit on the items. b For Star items, average number of behaviors for examinees
identified displaying rapid-disengagement and engagement behavior by RT-only methods. The labels
provide the proportion of examinees receiving full credit on the items

for engaged examinees even when the thresholds were small. Another pattern distinguishing rapid-disengaged and engaged examinees was the proportion of students who
did not perform any action, which is represented under the “No Action” category. In
all items, the proportion of students in the No Action category was higher among the
rapid-disengaged than the proportion observed among engaged examinees regardless of
the size of the threshold.
To answer research question 2, the differences in the types of response behaviors performed by rapid-disengaged examinees across thresholds were examined. For all items
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Fig. 3 a Proportion of students identified as displaying rapid-disengagement by RT-only methods
performing each type of action, CD items. b Proportion of students identified as displaying
rapid-disengagement by RT-only methods performing each type of action for Star items

except CD item 1, the largest proportion of students was observed for the “No action”
category, which represented students who did not perform any action, when smaller
thresholds were used. This proportion decreased as the size of the threshold increased.
For example, for Star item 1, all the students who were identified as displaying rapid-disengagement using 5 and 10 s as thresholds left the item without performing any action.
As the size of the threshold increased, the proportion of students associated with the no
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action category decreased and proportion of students displaying other type of behaviors,
such as click, increased.
Comparison of enhanced methods with RT‑only methods
Percentage of correct scores

To answer research question 3 (How do enhanced methods compare with RT-only
methods on the percentage of correct scores under various thresholds?), the proportion
of examinees receiving full credit among the rapid-disengaged examinees was compared for the examinees detected by using RT-only methods and those detected using
enhanced methods. These proportions are displayed in Fig. 4 along with the maximum
score point available for each item and the average score point for all examinees. It
should be noted that in constructed response items in particular, rapid-disengagement
was expected to result in an incorrect response, as omitting and providing an unrelated
response would be scored as incorrect, and therefore earned no credit.
Overall, the largest value for the proportion of correct scores was observed for CD
item 1 when the threshold was set to 5 s and detection was done using RT-only method.
The smallest value, a value of zero, was observed for CD item 2, CD item 3, Star item
1, and Star item 3, all of which are constructed-response items. Only slight differences
were observed between the RT-only and the enhanced methods. Based on the 95% confidence intervals around the differences in the proportions, the differences between
enhanced methods and RT-only methods were significant only for CD item 1 and Star
item 3, which are indicated by an asterisk. The differences were negligible for most of the
items. In the case of CD item 1, the differences between RT-only methods and enhanced
methods were remarkably different only when the thresholds were quite to very large,
specifically 40, 50 and 60 s. And in these cases, the percent correct was larger for the
RT-only method. In the case of Star item 3, significant differences were observed only
when the thresholds ranged from quite to very large—40, 50, and 60 s. Again, in these
cases, the percent correct was larger for the RT-only method. No notable differences
were observed for the other five items examined under any of the various thresholds.
Among these five items, four of them were constructed response items where the percentage correct under rapid-disengaged response was zero regardless of the detection
method employed.

Discussion
The results provided insight on how using response behaviors served to improve accuracy in detecting disengaged examinees. Two innovative approaches were taken in demonstrating the utility of response behaviors: (a) using response behaviors for detecting
size of the threshold, and (b) using as a criterion for detecting rapid-disengagement. As
might be expected, the number of examinees identified with displaying rapid-disengagement typically increased with the size of the threshold selected (see Table 1). For a given
item and a given threshold, examinees identified by the enhanced methods were typically fewer in number than those identified with RT-only method.
Another contribution of this paper is providing a refined way to classify rapid-omit
by employing both the number of response behaviors and response time to determine
whether a rapid-disengaged examinee omitted an item. Accordingly, only examinees
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Fig. 4 a Comparison of RT-only and enhanced methods of identifying rapid-disengagement based on
proportion of correct scores. The asterisks indicate significant 95 confidence intervals built around the
differences in proportions for CD item 1–3, and Star item 1. b Comparison of RT-only and enhanced methods
of identifying rapid-disengagement based on proportion of correct scores. The asterisks indicate significant
95 confidence intervals built around the differences in proportions. Star item 2–4

who did not provide any response action within the threshold time were considered as
rapidly omitting an item, which were categorized as displaying rapid-disengagement
in this study. Wise and Gao (2017) classified rapid responses that were associated with
a missing score and classified such behavior as a “rapid-omit.” The rapid-omit classification in Wise and Gao’s study is based on response time and absence of a submitted
score (assuming that the response is considered scorable); the number of behaviors was
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not studied. For example, an examinee may have entered a response and deleted that
response in the threshold time and would be considered to have provided a rapid-omit
response. Such an examinee would be detected as rapid-omit using the method Wise
and Gao employed; however, he or she would not be detected as rapid-disengaged using
the enhanced method suggested in this study.
Number of response behaviors for examinees identified as rapid‑disengaged

In the items examined to answer research question 1, engaged examinees performed
more behaviors than those identified with rapid-disengagement regardless of the threshold size (see Fig. 2). The difference seemed to be dependent on not only the size of the
threshold but also the average number of behaviors observed for all examinees. This
finding supported the use of response behaviors to differentiate between disengaged and
engaged examinees. When a large threshold was used, examinees flagged as displaying
rapid-disengagement using RT-only methods included not only the disengaged examinees but also the examinees who had opportunities to interact with the items and perhaps an interest in interacting with them, providing and changing answers as indicated
by their large number of response behaviors.
As a side note, the enhanced methods offered in this study flag only the examinees
who performed at most one response action. Therefore, the number of behaviors performed by the examinees detected as rapid-disengaged increased as the threshold got
larger when RT-only methods were used and remained between zero and one when
enhanced methods were used, which were not included in the figures.
Type of response behaviors for examinees identified as rapid‑disengaged

The type of response behaviors examined to answer research question 2 indicated that
examinees identified as displaying rapid-disengagement performed more diverse actions
and fewer examinees exited the item without performing any action. Examinees who
displayed solution behavior typically performed the same type of behaviors under various thresholds. This finding also supports the utility of response behaviors for differentiating disengaged from engaged examinees, given that engaged examinees spend time for
performing more diverse types response behaviors than disengaged examinees.
Approach 1: Guidelines for deciding on the threshold size based on response behaviors

Overall, based on results from research questions 1 and 2, response behaviors were
found to be helpful for assessing the suitability of a threshold. Because response behaviors of disengaged examinees were not inspected in previous studies, there is lack of
guidelines on how to benefit from response behaviors for detecting disengaged examinees. From the results of this study, we offer a set of guidelines for detecting the size
of the threshold based on the number and type of response behaviors for examinees
detected as rapid-disengaged by the RT-only methods under various thresholds. Investigating the type of response behaviors can inform a suitable threshold size by observing
one or more of the following instances:
• When the proportion of examinees leaving the item without performing any action
sharply declines,
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Table 2 Suggested thresholds based on the guidelines for using response behaviors
to decide threshold size
Item

Threshold size (in
seconds)

Reason

CD item 1

40

The proportion of behaviors to provide a response started to increase

CD item 2

10

Proportion of the “no action” group sharply declined

CD item 3

20

The proportion of behaviors to provide a response started to increase

Star item 1

20

Proportion of the “no action” group sharply declined
More examinees started to perform various type of available behaviors

Star item 2

20

The proportion of behaviors to provide a response became almost
similar between disengaged and engaged

Star item 3

20

Proportion of the “no action” group sharply declined
The proportion of behaviors to provide a response started to increase

Star item 4

20

Proportion of the “no action” group sharply declined
The proportion of behaviors to provide a response started to increase

One or more instances in the guidelines can be observed for an item. When two consecutive thresholds indicated similar
results, we chose the smaller threshold

• when the proportion of behaviors to provide responses, such as click and keypress, starts to increase,
• when the proportion of behaviors to provide responses among the disengaged
become similar to that of the proportion among solvers, and
• when more examinees perform various type of available behaviors.
For each item, thresholds can be suggested based on the guidelines. Accordingly,
some potential threshold values can be suggested as follows: 40 s for CD item 1, 10 s
for CD item 2, 20 s for CD item 3, Star item 1, Star item 2, Star item 3, and Star
item 4. The suggested thresholds along with the reasons for suggesting each threshold
value based on the guidelines are displayed in Table 2.

Approach 2: Using enhanced methods

Based on results examining research question 3, enhanced methods can reduce potential
over-flagging (i.e., detecting the engaged and fast test-taker as displaying rapid-disengagement) for some items, due to setting a large threshold by putting additional restrictions on the number of behaviors. However, if the threshold value is set too small, there
is the potential for under-flagging (i.e., not detecting the slow, disengaged test-taker).
Comparisons between RT-only and enhanced methods indicated that the enhanced
methods were better in recognizing and correcting a likely over-flagging than the RTonly methods for some items where significant differences were found between RT-only
and enhanced methods under large thresholds. However, no general pattern could be
observed. It should be noted that both errors cannot be minimized simultaneously—
there is a trade-off between the two types of errors (i.e., under-flagging and over-flagging). Wise (2017) noted that avoiding over-flagging is more preferable than avoiding
under-flagging because the purpose of examining rapid-guessing is identifying disengaged responses that are distortive and psychometrically uninformative. Therefore,
enhanced methods can be said to contribute to correct the error that is less desirable.
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Limitations of existing methods for setting thresholds

The different thresholds used in the study allow readers to compare the utility of
response behaviors in deciding on the size of the threshold and in comparing RT-only
and enhanced methods under various conditions. Only the common and normative
methods had a corresponding threshold value analyzed in this study. The visual and
two state mixture model methods were not considered in the study to associate with
a threshold, because a bimodal distribution was observed in only one of the seven
items (Star item 2). It is possible that an overlap between response time distributions
for engaged and disengaged examinees could lead to misclassifications. Readers who are
interested in applying mixture modeling are encouraged to look at recent developments
in using mixture modeling for detecting rapid-guessing (see Pokropek 2016; Ulitzsch
et al. 2019). The response accuracy and response time-based methods suggested by Guo
et al. (2016) were not studied. As Wise (2017) noted, findings from recent research conflict with the assumptions regarding the probability of getting a correct response under
rapid-guessing. Moreover, four items used in this study were constructed response items
where the probability of receiving a correct score under random chance is 0, which is not
ideal for using this method.
Most of the methods for setting a threshold in the literature were developed for traditional item types such as Likert-scale survey questions or multiple-choice single selection cognitive items. With more digitally based testing, tests include more innovative
items types such as matching, drag-and-drop, hot-spot (answer by clicking part of a visual), items embedded in a scenario-based-task, and may even have some audio or video.
Such innovative item types and item presentations make identifying a threshold a challenging task. Some thresholds that can be considered “too” large for traditional items
may not be sufficient for getting familiarized with the innovative item types or items
with innovative features. For example, Wise and Ma (2012) suggested 10 s as the maximum threshold calculated by the normative method. Of the seven PISA items analyzed
in this study, 10% of the average response time exceeded 10 s for three items. Therefore,
trying thresholds larger than 10 s—with the caution of a potential over-flagging error—
can be suggested for many digitally based items. In setting a threshold, Goldhammer
et al. (2017) suggested taking into account whether items were positioned towards the
end of the test, as issues of test-fatigue could lead to observing larger threshold values.
Limitations of existing methods for evaluating rapid‑disengagement

The major limitation of the existing methods for evaluating rapid-guessing was the difficulty in applying these metrics in various situations. As for the criteria for evaluating rapid-guessing, as might be expected, the percentage of correct scores was highly
dependent on item difficulty and item type. For example, the proportion of students
receiving correct score among the rapid-disengaged examinees did not change much
from zero for constructed response items as the likelihood of correct score under
rapid-disengagement was 0, not the random chance level of 0.25 associated with multiple-choice items with four response options (see Fig. 4, CD item 2, CD item 3, Star
item 1). Moreover, with a multiple-choice item with four response options (e.g., CD
item 1), about 50% of the examinees identified displaying rapid-disengagement by RTonly methods answered the item correctly (see Fig. 4, thresholds 5 and 10 s), which is
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considerably higher than the probability of yielding a correct score by random chance
(0.25). As Wise (2017) noted, findings from recent research conflicts with the assumptions regarding the probability of receiving a correct response under rapid-guessing.
Findings from the current study echoes Wise’s concerns about associating fixed accuracy
rates with rapid-disengagement. Therefore, this criterion was not informative in evaluating rapid-disengagement.
Generalizability across tests and items is an advantage of using the number of response
behaviors and type of response behaviors for evaluating the size of the threshold. For
example, examinees who rapidly omitted and rapidly responded to items are differentiated using different numbers of behaviors, a single click or keystroke for rapid responses;
and no action for rapid-omits. Wise and Gao (2017) differentiated rapidly omitted and
rapidly responded items by using responses examinees provided and scores they were
awarded. In Wise and Gao’s study, an incorrect score was awarded for an intentionally
omitted response. However, scoring rules for missing responses can differ across assessments. For example, in the PISA 2012 assessment and the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), examinees who did not provide any response to consecutive
items at the end of the test are given the benefit of the doubt in case they did not have
enough time to complete the items at the end. Instead of awarding an incorrect score to
these items, students are treated as if they were not presented these items (NCES 2008,
https://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/tdw/analysis/2000_2001/scaling_missing.aspx;
OECD 2009). Unlike the scoring rules—which may change based on the assessment
and item type—the standard examinee behaviors (e.g., click and keystroke) are typically
logged the same way across assessments. This makes response behaviors more suitable
for use as standard metrics across assessments than the scores themselves.
While the specific response behaviors collected for each item may change depending
on the actions needed to solve the item, in this study we suggested a categorization of
response behaviors that is quite generalizable across items. Researchers who are interested in evaluating construct-relevant and construct-irrelevant response behaviors
among rapid-guessers would need to categorize the response behaviors at the item level
as construct-relevant and construct-irrelevant based on the construct the item purports
to measure. Such item-level judgment can be suitable for smaller tests; however, it would
not be practical for many large-scale assessments where hundreds of items are administered in a single testing cycle. Moreover, categorizing some response behaviors as related
to solving the item is not straightforward. For example, highlighting the question stem
may not seem to be directly related to providing a response; however, it can help examinees focus on that part of the question and help with their attention and engagement.

Conclusion
Examinees who display rapid-disengagement provide responses that may not be
representative of their abilities, which as a consequence leads to variation in scores
that are irrelevant to the construct. Identifying the examinees who are in fact rapiddisengaged and removing those examinees from the data will help reduce constructirrelevant variance, thereby increasing data quality and strengthening the validity of
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inferences based on examinee scores. Results from this study suggest that examining
the number and type of response behaviors from rapid-disengaged examinees is useful for improving the detection of rapid-disengaged examinees by being instrumental
in deciding on the size of the threshold. While enhanced methods could help identify
a group of examinees who are more likely rapid-disengaged than those identified by
RT-only methods, when a large threshold was set, no pattern was found to indicate as
to when or for what kind of items such improvements should be observed. The criterion
used to evaluate these differences in this study, namely, the percentage correct, was
sensitive to item difficulty and number of students identified as rapid-disengaged. It is
suggested that this comparison should be made by using more robust criteria. Overall, response behaviors were helpful in identifying a suitable threshold and thereby
improving detection accuracy. Improving the identification of rapid-disengagement,
would help reducing construct-irrelevant variance, especially in cases where a large
threshold has been chosen.

Future studies
The advantage of using response behaviors is that they provide detection and evaluation criteria that are generalizable across items, tests, and populations. Future studies
can fine-tune the enhanced methods described here at the item level. A potential modification is to set the maximum number of response behaviors to the number of clicks
required to solve an item in order to receive a correct score. Alternatively, for openended, extended response items, the distribution of the number of keystrokes can be
used and the standard deviations can be taken into account to identify a minimum number of keystrokes expected from an engaged examinee. While the enhanced methods
described here specify the number of response behaviors expected from rapid-disengaged examinees, no specification is done for the type(s) of response behaviors expected
to solve items. Yet another way to improve the enhanced methods would be modifying
the type of response behaviors expected from rapid-disengaged examinees. Future studies could potentially improve the enhanced methods by specifying the type of response
behaviors expected of rapid-disengaged examinees and impose it as a restriction in addition to responding within the threshold time and performing a given number of behaviors. Such a modification can be derived from assumptions about the types of behaviors
examinees make. For example, only the actions that are considered construct-relevant
may be counted towards the total number actions, eliminating examinees who only
made a few construct-irrelevant actions from being considered engaged. Future studies can also benefit from the guidelines for using response behaviors for deciding on the
size of the threshold suggested in the paper. As discussed before, producing item-level
descriptions of the anticipated responses is a detailed process and costly especially for
large number of items. Therefore, whether to provide a generic or a more specific solution probably depends on available resources.
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Appendix A. Example released PISA computer‑based mathematics items
See Figs. 5, 6.

Fig. 5 Example item CD production part 1
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Fig. 6 Example item Star Points part 1
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